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Abstract
There has been increasing demand in improving service
provisioning in hospital resources management. Hospital
industries work with strict budget constraint at the same time
assures quality care. To achieve quality care with budget
constraint an efficient prediction model is required. Recently
there has been various time series based prediction model has
been proposed to manage hospital resources such ambulance
monitoring, emergency care and so on. These models are not
efficient as they do not consider the nature of scenario such
climate condition etc. To address this artificial intelligence is
adopted. The issues with existing prediction are that the training
suffers from local optima error. This induces overhead and
affects the accuracy in prediction. To overcome the local
minima error, this work presents a patient inflow prediction
model by adopting resilient backpropagation neural network.
Experiment are conducted to evaluate the performance of
proposed model inter of RMSE and MAPE. The outcome shows
the proposed model reduces RMSE and MAPE over existing
back propagation based artificial neural network. The overall
outcomes show the proposed prediction model improves the
accuracy of prediction which aid in improving the quality of
health care management.

blood test, CT-scan, X-ray, surgeries etc. which are generally
crowded due to improper queuing management.
Decision making strategy for optimal admittance of preappointed patient is need to be done in advance which ranges from
weeks to month. To schedule patient and arrange surgeries requires
the technician to be trained in advance. Therefore due to these
constraints there is a necessity to develop a forecasting model to
predict the patient inflow.
Recently there has been many pre-hospital emergency medical
services (EMS) model to handle emergency cases has been
presented [4]-[6]. Among most the Out of Hospital Cardiac Arrest
(OHCA) has the least survival rate which requires timely medical
care. The Table.1 shows how the response time is so critical in
improving survival rate.
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The transportation and rescue strategy play an important part
in handling critical patient such as stroke [7] and trauma [8].
Ambulance dispatch service [9] play a critical role in improving
patient care. That is the faster the ambulance reach the incident the
better the chances of survival. Many optimization strategies have
been presented in [10], [11] and [12]. Therefore reducing the
response time and short-term forecasting plays a significant role in
managing hospital resources more efficiently.
Many patient inflow predictions based on queue [13], Game
theory [14], Markov [15], [16] and [17] and time series based
model has been presented in [18] that forecast in hour and daily
basis. In [19] assessed the accuracy of volume prediction by using
demand pattern and compared smoothing average and average
peak demand and also highlighted the factor that will aid in
improving accuracy of prediction model. In [20] presented a
prediction model by adopting moving average namely ARIMA
model. The ARIMA predicts the demand on daily basis
considering the weather factor. In [21] and [22] adopted back
propagation neural network for prediction of EMS demand and
compared neural network with moving average. The outcome
shows that the neural network outperforms Moving average in
every aspect. They considered only limited feature (4 features) and
they suffer from local optima error [23].
The main issue in training backpropagation neural network is
in what rate the weights are updated. The other problem of Back
propagation algorithm is that when there is an optimization

Table.1. Response time and Survival rate
Response time
0-3 minutes
3-6 minutes
6-10 minutes
>10 minutes

1. INTRODUCTION
There has been increase in demand to manage hospital resource
for providing efficient services to the end user/patient. Providing
better healthcare service to its patient and minimizing hospital
resources [1] is a key feature. Many hospitals across globe operate
under severe resources constraint. The hospital are bound to
provides admission to emergency patient and provide the best
medication care as possible. The inability to treat emergency
patient due to resource constraint (example: shortage of bed) has
led wide criticism from public to government agencies [2]. The
hospital also operates under strict budgetary constraint. Therefore
need an effective management technique to manage these
resources.
The biggest concern of hospital management is the admittance
of emergency patient in presence of pre-appointed patient. Due to
improper prediction of emergency patient inflow will lead to
congestion or blockade in service [3]. The hospital has to
determine the number of pre-appointed patient to be given
admission in order to provide admittance to the emergency patient.
The hospital consist of various department such diabetes test,
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problem present in updating local minima. This will induce an
error in prediction i.e. when there is high likelihood of decrease in
updating/minimizing local minima the root selected end up in a
situation where they cannot reduce anymore (getting stuck at local
optima), and it never search for new root i.e. it will never able to
jump out of local optima.
To overcome this issue, an efficient method of searching the
global minima by using the Resilient Backpropagation technique
that aids in improving the accuracy of our patient inflow prediction
model is adopted.
The paper organization is as follows: The literature survey is
described in section 2. In section 3 the proposed Patient Inflow
Prediction model is presented. The penultimate section presents a
simulation and experimental study. The concluding and future
work is discussed in the last section.

organized cure idea and forecast waiting time using the patient
treatment time prediction algorithm. For this purpose they have
used patient’s real time data from different hospitals to model the
cure time of patient’s .Based on this collected data the cure time of
every recipient is forecasted and for which hospital queuing
recommendation (HQR) service is established. All the collected
data is employed on cloud using APACHE platform. Using
Classification & Regression tree prototype with the integration of
random forest algorithm all the Big Data is used for well-organized
cure of patients is proposed in this prototype.
In this modern era, demand is much larger than the supply. In
[34] emphasizes on issues related to prediction of load (power) in
large localities like big hospitals and how these issues can be
addressed to provide better supply according to the vital demands.
To achieve this purpose of load prediction they proposed the
Artificial Neural Network technology with the integration of
backpropagation algorithm. Load prediction can give the facts &
figures for the advancement of energy for small and moderate
energy sharing systems. ANN design modeled in this paper uses
multilayer perceptron arrangement for load prediction. The
complete prototype is carried out in Matlab environment. The
outcomes of this analysis are adequate with realistic errors. Based
on these experimental results, this model can be implemented for
the built-up and local purposes.
The essential to minimize the rising cost of care through
ensuring convenience of rare health resources and optimum
utilization is effective resource necessity forecasting [35].
Covariates are used for the better in hospital capability planning
and it will help the patient’s predictable destination after release.
Many of deterministic model have failed to inherent changeability
in the complex health methods e.g. ratio-based methods. This
paper considering more number of absorbing state with Markovprocess, then it describe how the model is helpful for valuing cost
of care, social, community care source necessity and admission
planning [36]. A clinical decision support (CDS) system is
presented for the study of heart failure patients. It gives the output
such as, heart failure (HF) type prediction, HF severity evaluation,
and a management interface which help to compares different
patients continuation. A machine learning method is adopted for
the implementation of smart intelligent functions. The randomforest method (RFM) is used for the evaluation of best
performance between hear failure (HF) type prediction function
and hear failure (HF) severity. Several machines learning method
(MLM) are comparing to give these outputs, but it is problematic
to simplify these finding because of small sample size.
A number of disease risk valuation with uniform prototype is
shown in this paper [37]. Formless clinical medical text is the
important part of electronics health records, it is characterized
through the large quantities and it can store considerable disease
related info of patients. It is difficult to use risk valuation prototype
in all disease application. Learning methods study and excerpt the
disease characteristics can be used to measure disease risks. The
different diseases risk valuation with same erection, the approach
is projected in this article.
The main financial concern is blood product transfusion for the
patients and hospital. In [22] and [38] evaluates the effectiveness
of using (ANNs) artificial neural networks aimed at forecast the
transfusion requirements for the trauma patients. Effective
utilization of resources is a crucial problem if minimizing costs

2. LITERATURE SURVEY
There is an increase demand of prediction model for various
application uses in managing hospital resources. Since the
prediction play a significant role in improving patient care service.
Recently there has been wide research been developed to manage
hospital resources by adopting time series, linear model and
artificial intelligence and so on which is surveyed below.
The significance of neural network methodology used for
kidney transformation in patients is discussed in model [24]. Here
they discussed about the complications occurs in commonly used
ARMA Model and to overcome these nonlinear complications
Artificial Neural Network come under existence. In this current
era, need of precise concentric dose of Cyclosporine in the kidney
transformation has forced to use more refined and accurate
methodologies like Artificial Neural Network which provides
exceptional outcomes. This model discusses about its types, its
methodology, issues related to traditional ARMA model and
results obtained from the prediction. ANN consists of three type of
networks, one is Multilayer Perceptron (MLP) modeling [25],
second is finite impulse response modelling [26] and third is
Elman recurrent [27] .The complete model is carried out in Matlab.
With graphical representation this model concludes about the
precision and robustness of Artificial Neural methodologies
compare to traditional ARMA models.
The significance of this model [28] is based on the analysis of
previously collected data to provide better emergency facilities to
needy people. To obtain the required outcomes geographical
information system methodology has been proposed in their work.
Multiple methodologies like moving average, artificial neural
network [30] and support vector methods are used for the analysis
of collected data in specified locality with integration of GIS
technology. They emphasize on backward propagation [31] with
the integration of ANN to provide proper data analysis with time
and space. They concluded the forecast as 23.01% which can be
considered as reasonable [32] so that based on these results for
specific required locality better pre emergency facilities can be
provided.
In [33] emphasizes on issues encountered by hospitals related
to controlling of queue due to overpopulation. Avoidable
interruptions for an excessive time make people irritated and
exasperated. To avoid this type of issues they provided a real-time
application by which patients can get information about their well-
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with maximizes patient care at hospital. In this domain the
traditional statistical prototype do not doing well. An additional
problem is speed with which difficult decisions and preparation
can be made. Artificial neural networks (ANNs) can predict
accurately most of the emergency room (ER) patient transfusion
requirements. The further research is needed to examine
heterogeneous ANNs model for the multiple populations.
The overall survey shows that artificial intelligence plays a
significant role in improving prediction accuracy than other linear
regression model. However, it suffers from minimizing the local
minima error. To overcome this, here an efficient global searching
mechanism is considered by adopting resilient back propagation
for forecasting future inflow of patient which is presented in next
section.

The architecture of proposed patient inflow prediction model
is shown below Fig.1. Here backpropagation for training data of
Patient Inflow Prediction (PIP) is adopted. The basic step of a
simple backpropagation learning model is to update the network
weights and biases in direction of rapidly decreasing objective
function, with negative gradient. The single iteration of
backpropagation is computed as follows:
as+1 = as - γsds
(4)
where, γs is the learning rate, as is the present biases and weights
vector and ds is the present gradient. The gradient can be computed
by following methods.
In batch method, the weight is updated once all the input data
is applied to the network were as in incremental approach the
weights are updated and gradient is computed after every input
data is applied to the network. In batch steepest descent approach
the biases and weights are simplified in direction of objective
functions negative descent. Similarly in batch method network
biases and weights are updated after applying entire training data
to a network. Therefore, as long as the methods have net input,
weights and transferal param have derivative function the batch
gradient descent approach without momentum can be used to train
any network. The derivative of objective param O for weight and
biases A can be computed using backpropagation neural network
as follows:

3. PROPOSED PREDICTION
Data Preprocessing: In this stage the hospital patient inflow
data for different department considering inpatient and outpatient
are gathered. Every day numerous numbers of patients visit the
hospital for various treatment purposes. Let Z be the set of patient
in a hospital and the patient that has registered its information is
depicted by zn. Let consider that there are H patient in Z which is
as follows:
Z = {z1,z2,…,zH}
(1)
where, each individual/patient zn has parameters/attributes such as
id, age, gender and so on. Each patient can visit to multiple
departments for various checkups. Let C|zn be the collection of
clinical diagnosis performed on patient zn in his stay as follows:
C|zn ={c1,c2,…,cL }
(2)
where, each clinical diagnosis data c1 consist of information I such
as department, number of days, doctor and staff attended and so on
is as follows:
I|zn ={i1,i2,…,iG}
(3)
where, ij is the feature param of patient clinical diagnosis zn. Here
the patient inflow for different department value for each day is
obtained and patient inflow is predicted using supervised machine
learning using these data.
Patient Inflow
Dataset

Training Phase

Testing Phase

Patient Type

Classification Algorithm

Classification
Result

Emergency

Resilient
Backpropogation

Number of
hidden
layers

O
(6)
A
where, tx is the constant of momentum, pq is the learning rate of
network, ∂O is the preceding modified biases or weight. The
training ends when following circumstances is met, when the
determined period of time is met, the objective function has
minimized the training objectives, the gradient objective param
falls below minimum objective gradient param, when maximum
number of iteration is reached and lastly when verification
objective increases the maximum verification failures param.
The hidden layer in multilayer network uses sigmoid transferal
methods. These methods are generally called as the squashing
methods. As the results are finite outputs by compressing a given
input. The characteristic computation of sigmoid methods is that
as inputs get higher the slopes must come down to zero which is
problematic. Especially when using steepest descent in training a
multilayer sigmoid methods. Since the gradient can have tiny
magnitude, as a result have impact on biases and weight.
A  tx AO  pq 1  tx 

Backpropogation

Diagnosis

Surgery

O
(5)
A
where, pq is the learning rate. The training ends when following
circumstances is met, when the determined period of time is met,
the objective function has minimized the training objectives, the
gradient objective pram falls below minimum objective gradient
param, when maximum number of iteration is reached and lastly
when verification objective increases the maximum verification
failures param. Gradient descent with momentum is a
backpropagation network training approach that updates biases
and weights as per gradient decent with momentum. Therefore as
long as it has net input, weights and transferal param the model can
be trained using backpropagation. The derivative of objective
param O for weight and biases param A can be computed using
backpropagation neural network with momentum as follows:
A  pq

Number of
hidden
units

Number of
Patient
expected
for next
week,
month

General
Medication

Fig.1. Architecture of patient inflow prediction model
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To address this, resilient back propagation neural network for
training PIP data is used. The resilient algorithms are used to
remove the impact of magnitude of the derivative functions.
Here the derivative magnitude has no impact on updating
weight as only the sign of derivative used to show the direction of
updating weight. A separate update param is used to determine size
of weight. Whenever the objective function derivatives with
respect to weight that has same param in two iterations, the update
param of every bias and weight is improved by some element. As
long as it has net input, weights and transferal param the resilient
backpropagation can train a network. The derivative of objective
param O for weight and biases param A can be computed using
backpropagation neural network as follows:

year June 2011 to May 2015. The input data consist of number of
patient register per month for each department. The first year of
patient inflow data is trained for both existing and proposed
approach considering and the next four years patient inflow data is
predicted. The Fig.5, Fig.6, Fig.7 and Fig.8 shows the Patient
inflow prediction of emergency, Diagnosis, General and Surgery
patient of both proposed and existing approach respectively. The
outcome shows that the proposed approach outperform existing
approach. The RMSE of proposed model is reduced by 31.77%
and MAPE is reduced by 88.24% over existing model which is
shown in Fig.9 and Fig.10 respectively.
70,00,000

RMSE 

1 E
 av  f v
E v 1

Number of patient

∂A = δAparam(dA)
(7)
where, dA is the gradient and the component of δA are initially set
to zero. In each and every epoch the component of δA is
updated/changed. If a component of dA is same after consecutive
epoch, then the component of δA is increased by δinc. If a
component of dA param changes from consecutive epoch then the
resultant component of δA is decreased by δdec. To evaluate the
prediction error and accuracy of our approach, this paper uses
Mean Absolute Percentage Error (MAPE) and Root mean square
error (RMSE). The MAPE and RMSE is computed as follows:

1 E f  av
MAPE   v
100
E v 1 av

Actual
PS_Predicted
ES_Predicted

80,00,000

60,00,000
50,00,000
40,00,000
30,00,000
20,00,000
10,00,000
0
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(8)

Fig.2. Patient inflow prediction for year 2010
0.007

(9)

0.006

where, av is the actual parameter, fv is the predicted parameter and
E is the total number of tuples/days to estimate.

RMSE

0.005

4. SIMULATION RESULT AND ANALYSIS

PS_RMSE
ES_RMSE

0.004
0.003
0.002

The simulation is conducted to evaluate the performance of
proposed patient inflow prediction model. The system
environment used windows 10 pro 64 bit operating system, Intel
Pentium i5 class processor, 8GB of RAM. The model is designed
using visual studio dot net framework 4.0, 2010 and c#
programming language. The experiment is conducted using
datasets [39] and [29]. The predication model accuracy is
evaluated interm of root mean square error and Mean Absolute
Percentage Error considering different data sets. A comparison of
existing back propagation and proposed resilient back propagation
is given.
The dataset [39] consist of patient inflow admission from April
2008 to June 2010. Firstly both the model is trained for each month
of 2009 and prediction is done for years 2010. The Fig.2 shows the
prediction of patient inflow for each month of year 2010. The
outcomes show the proposed prediction model outperforms the
existing model. The overall RMSE is performance is shown in
Fig.3. The outcome shows that the RMSE of proposed prediction
model is reduced by 29.63% and MAPE is reduced by 79.29%
over existing model which is shown in Fig.3 and Fig.4
respectively.
To consider a complex scenario for prediction performance of
our approach we consider the following dataset [29] which consist
of patient inflow data of various departments in a hospital from

0.001
0

Jan Feb Mar Apr May Jun Jul Aug Sep Oct Nov Dec

Month
Fig.3. RMSE performance of patient inflow prediction for year
2010
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Fig.4. MAPE performance of patient inflow prediction for year
2010
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Fig.9. RMSE performance of Patient inflow Prediction
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Fig.10. MAPE performance of Patient inflow Prediction
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5. CONCLUSION
This work presents an optimization strategy for predicting
patient inflow in hospital. The model considered predicting patient
inflow for different department. This aids in utilizing hospital
resources in efficient manner. A multi-layer artificial neural
network perception by adopting resilient back propagation is
considered. Simulation is conducted to evaluate the performance
of patient inflow prediction model. The accuracy of prediction
model is evaluated considering performance of RMSE and MAPE.
Simulation is conducted for both proposed and existing model for
varied datasets shows significant performance improvement of
proposed prediction model over exiting prediction model. The
overall result shows the proposed patient inflow prediction model
is efficient when compared to model in [33], [34] and [37] that
adopted artificial intelligence. The result outcome obtained pushes
the proposed model to forecast other types of dataset such as
ambulance prediction for scheduling, disease, medical risk
assessment prediction for diagnosis and so on. In future more
features for training is considered to improve the prediction model.
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